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CONTEMPORARY
Perfect Timing
Catherine Anderson
PB		

$14.50

Quincy’s beloved sister-inlaw Loni is gravely ill and
nearing death. Then a winsome red-haired woman
named Ceara O’Ceallaigh
mysteriously appears on Quincy’s property and insists that Loni can be cured.
Only Quincy, she says, as the sole
remaining Harrigan bachelor, can make
it happen by marrying Ceara.

A Shot of Sultry
Macy Beckett
PB		

$12.99

For West Coast filmmaker
Bobbi Gallagher, going
back to Sultry Springs is a
last resort. She just can’t
let anything distract her
again. Not even the gorgeous contractor her brother asked to watch over
her. As if she can’t handle filming a few
rowdy Texans.

The Heart of
a Hero
Janet Chapman
PB		

$14.50

The last thing Julia Campbell needs is a man with a
hero complex, especially
one as handsome and
imposing as Nicholas. All she has to
do is keep it together until her younger
sister turns 18, and then she can focus
on her own life. But strange things
have been happening at the resort and
it’s Nicholas who keeps coming to her
rescue. When Nicholas is suddenly the
one in trouble, Julia realizes he’s not
quite what he seems and that she’ll do
anything to help the man who’s stolen
her heart...

The Girl’s Guide to
(Man)Hunting
Jessica Clare
PB		

$14.50

Miranda Hill’s cocky
ex-boyfriend is back in
Bluebonnet, Texas. He
ditched her just as some
rather shocking photos showed up on
the Internet. Miranda wasn’t so lucky.
Stuck in Bluebonnet and left to fend
for herself, she’s never really shaken
the scandal or his betrayal. After nine
long years, he’s back. It’s time she gets
even.

You’re Still the
One
Janet Dailey
PB		

$14.50

This compelling collection headlined by “New
York Times”-bestselling
author DaileyNjoined by
Cathy Lamb, Elizabeth Bass, and Mary
CarterNcontains four contemporary
romance novellas in which couples who
were once together and then broke up
find their way back to each other many
years later.

Strong Hot Winds
Iris Johansen
PB		

$14.50

Four years ago, after Cory
Brandel’s passionate affair
with Sheikh Damon El Karim ended, she gave birth
to his son and kept it secret
from him. When Damon finds out the
truth, he kidnaps the boy and takes him
across the world to his desert kingdom,
knowing Cory will follow. Damon vows to
punish Cory for depriving him of his son
and heir.

Free Fall
Catherine Mann
PB		

$12.99

Pararescueman Jose
“Cuervo” James can’t
imagine committing to
anything other than his job.
But when he parachutes
deep into East Africa to rescue wounded
Interpol agent Sarah Carson, a woman
from his past, he finds himself ensnared
in more ways than he can count. RCould
this be their second chance at passion
or will the rebels end their future before
it begins?

Seeing Is Believing
Erin McCarthy
PB		

$14.50

Ever since Piper Tucker
was young she wanted
to be like everyone else,
but her uncanny ability to
see ghosts always put her
on the other side of normal. She has a
personal concern of her own right now.
A real flesh and blood concern named
Brady. He’s Piper’s childhood crush, and
no sooner is he back in town than sparks
start giving off heat.

All I Ever Wanted
Francis Ray
PB		

$14.50

Naomi Reese is a divorced
mother with a small daughter named Kayla, a new life
in Santa Fe, and, finally,
some distance from her
abusive ex-husband. With one bad marriage behind her, she can’t even dream
of falling in love again. Until she meets
Richard. A tall, handsome veterinarian
with a warm smile and big heart, Richard Youngblood is the kind of man any
woman could fall for.

Jake
R C Ryan
PB		

$14.50

Jake Conway is good with
his hands. A veterinarian
known for his gentle touch,
he’s also the most eligible
bachelor in Wyoming. But
like any wild animal, Jake longs to roam
free until a sultry redhead, Meg Stanford, with a smile from here to heaven,
turns up in town. But a series of midnight break-ins have Meg running from
the ranch-and into the arms of the sexy
cowboy next door.

Smart and Sexy
Jill Shalvis
PB		

$14.50

Noah Fisher, a bad boy
rebel used to going his own
way, has worked hard to
get Sky High airline off the
ground, and he’s overdue
for a weekend ski break. His itinerary doesn’t include being hijacked by
Bailey Sinclair, the gorgeous widow of a
wealthy ex-client and the woman who’s
been his secret crush for years.

HISTORICAL
Highlander Most
Wanted
Maya Banks
PB		

$14.50

Genevieve McInnis is
locked behind the fortified
walls of McHugh Keep,
captive of a cruel laird who
takes great pleasure in ruining her for
any other man. Yet when Bowen Montgomery storms the gates on a mission
of clan warfare, Genevieve finds that her
spirit is bent but not broken. But Bowen’s
rugged sensuality stirs something deep
inside her that longs to be awakened by
his patient, gentle caress.

A Bride by
Moonlight
Liz Carlyle
PB		

$14.50

On the eve of her escape
to the Continent, bold,
beautiful Lisette Colburne
accepts a proposal she
dare not refuse: masquerade as the
future bride of the steely-eyed Royden
Napier and help him solve his most
dangerous case. Soon Lisette is in even
greater danger, of losing her heart to the
one man with the power to destroy her...

The Cowboy’s
Unexpected Family
Linda Ford
PB		

$10.99

Cassie Godfrey is finally
self-sufficient. But her plans
are interrupted by 4 young
orphans and 1 persistent
cowboy. If she’ll care for the children,
Roper Jones will build Cassie’s house.
Roper can’t help admiring Cassie’s
pluck, even if he’s exasperated by her
stubbornness. All he can offer Cassie is
the love and acceptance she claims not
to need. But dreams, like hearts, can
change and grow...

If You Give a
Rake a Ruby
Shana Galen
PB		

$14.50

Fallon, the Marchioness
of Mystery, finds herself
embroiled in seduction and
scandal when she is blackmailed into helping the handsome spy
Warrick Fitzhugh. He is out to hunt down
the notorious crime lord responsible for
the deaths of his fellow spies, and she is
the only one who can help.

HISTORICAL
Lord of
Darkness
Elizabeth Hoyt
PB

$14.50

As the mysterious masked
avenger known as the
Ghost of St. Giles, Godric
St. John’s only goal is to
protect the innocent of London. Until
the night he confronts a fearless young
lady pointing a pistol at his head and
realizes she is his wife.

The Mistress
Memoirs
Jillian Hunter
PB		

$14.50

Sir Colin Boscastle
intended to keep his
promise to Georgette, until
his father was murdered.
Thirteen years of chasing vengeance
pass before he returns to find Georgette
sleeping in his enemy’s bed. Revenge
has destroyed their romance, but the
2 former lovers agree to set a trap to
restore Colin’s honor. Caught in this
deadly game, Kate struggles to resist
Colin’s virile charm.

The Conquest of
Lady Cassandra
Madeline Hunter
PB		

$14.50

Ambury has only to look at
Cassandra to begin imagining her in his bed He has
not settled that outstanding debt for a reason. Erotic fantasies
about her notwithstanding, the vixen is
not to be trusted, for she has already
destroyed his good friend, the man she
refused to marry who later lost his life
in a duel, which Ambury suspects was
fought over Cassandra. But nothing is
as it seems.

By Love Unveiled
Sabrina Jeffries
PB		

$11.50

Miss Marianne Winchilsea
is running for her life from
those whom she believes
have attempted to kill the
king. Forced to disguise
herself, she trusts no one, especially not Garett Lockwood, the Earl of
Falkham, who usurped her family home
and who seems to be her most dangerous enemy. And what Garett sees
behind her masquerade is a beautiful
half gypsy enrobed in mystery, deception, and burning secrets.

Double
Enchantment
Kathryne Kennedy
PB		

$14.50

When Lady Jasmina accidentally creates a double
of herself who knows
nothing about Society
propriety, the mix-up brings her into a
very compromising position with a sexy
were-stallion.

The Earl Is Mine
Kieran Kramer
PB		

$14.50

Pippa may not have acted
in her old friend Gregory’s
best interests, but she’s always believed that the heart
sets its own rules. This is
why Pippa must escape her arranged
marriage, fast, by fleeing to Paris, where
she hopes to pursue her artistic passions. To do so, Pippa will need all the
help she can get from Gregory, the one
man she isn’t sure she can resist...

The Geek Girl and
the Scandalous
Earl
Gina Lamm
PB		

$12.99

Avid gamer Jamie Marten
falls through an antique mirror into a lavish bedchamber, 200 years in the past. Micah Axelby,
Earl of Dunnington, isn’t in the market for
a new mistress, but he’s fascinated with
the nearly naked woman who backs up
her absurd story by showing him a tiny
screen that flings upset birds at pigs.

Rimfire Bride
Sara Luck
PB		

$14.50

Schoolteacher Jana Hartmann is determined to build
a new life for herself and
her frail sister, Greta. True
to her courageous spirit,
Jana takes the only job she can find in
the town of Bismarck, modeling dresses
in a shop window, which has every man
staring and every woman gossiping. Adding fuel to the fire, she’s agreed to help
raise money in the annual kissing booth,
where one handsome cowboy wants to
buy every kiss for himself.

A Most Scandalous
Proposal
Ashlyn MacNamara
PB		

$14.50

Since resigning his cavalry commission, Benedict
Revelstoke has spent his
time in London avoiding the
marriage mart. But when he discovers
that the Earl of Clivesden has his sights
set on Julia, Benedict tries to protect his
childhood best friend from the man’s advances, only to discover that more than
friendship is driving his desire to defend
her.

The Chieftain
Margaret Mallory
PB

$14.50

Connor, chieftain of the
MacDonalds of Sleat, holds
the fate of his people in his
hands. Rival clans are plotting to take over his lands.
Seeking guidance, Connor turns to Ilysa,
a young lass with the gift of foresight,
who reveals an approaching danger and
a passion that burns only for him. But the
warrior must make a powerful marriage
alliance, and Ilysa’s bloodline is far too
humble.

A Texas-Made Match
Noelle Marchand
PB		

$10.99

For Ellie O’Brien, finding
the perfect partner is easy,
as long as it’s for other
people. Now the townsfolk
of Peppin want to return the
favor. But how could Lawson Williams be
the right choice? The handsome ranch
foreman was her childhood friend, but
he’s the man Ellie deems least likely to
court a tomboy with a guilty secret.

What Happens in
Scotland
Jennifer McQuiston
PB		

$11.50

James McKenzie may have
just destroyed his hardearned reputation. He has
either spent the evening
protecting a very naïve, and very drunk
young lady from the advances of every
disreputable character in the town, or he
has gone and married a pretty, scheming thief. As the 2 newlyweds try to track
each other down, bits and pieces of the
night come flooding back...

For the Love of a
Soldier
Victoria Morgan
PB		

$14.50

Desperate and down to her
last pound, Lady Alexandra
Langdon has disguised
herself as a man for a
place at the gaming tables. But when a
hard-eyed, handsome man wins the pot,
he surprises her by refusing her money.
Indebted, she divulges an overheard plot
against his life, and promises to help him
find his foes, for a price.

The Duke Diaries
Sophia Nash
PB		

$14.50

After a royal bachelor party
of the century, Lady Verity
Fitzroy wakes up to find
her brother’s archenemy,
Rory Lennox, the Duke of
Abshire, in her bed. Nothing can convince her to marry this rake even though
her reputation is in peril. Indeed, there
are far graver worries that plague her.
If she is unmasked as the author of the
infamous Duke Diaries, no one can save
her, not even the man of her dreams.

Bound to the
Warrior
Barbara Phinney
PB		

$10.99

Widowed Saxon Lady
Ediva Dunmow will do anything to protect her people,
even marry one of the
invading Norman knights. The king sees
it as a way to keep Ediva, her lands and
her tenants subdued. But Ediva’s embittered heart, still healing from the abuse
of her first husband, will not yield so
easily. Marriage never held any appeal
for Adrien de Ries. Yet it is his king’s
will, and perhaps his Lord’s, too though
he finds his faith tested daily by Ediva’s
staunch refusal to trust him.

HISTORICAL
The Heiress’s
Homecoming
Regina Scott
PB

$10.99

To keep her cherished
childhood home, Samantha
Everard must marry by her
25th birthday. When she
returns to Dallsten Manor to say goodbye, the last person she expects to see
is her handsome, disapproving neighbor
William Wentworth, Earl of Kendrick. Will
is certain the scandalous Everard family
is nothing but trouble.

Bride of the High
Country
Kaki Warner
PB

$14.50

Margaret Hamilton escaped the Irish slums of
Five Points as the ward
of a wealthy Manhattan
widow, but only marriage can make her
future secure. Railroad mogul Doyle
Kerrigan needs a well-connected wife.
It seems a perfect match until a shocking revelation sends her fleeing from the
wedding reception.

A Most Improper
Rumor
Emma Wildes
PB

$14.50

Lady Angelina DeBrooke
is no longer known just for
her exquisite beauty, but
more for her notorious marriages. Dubbed the Dark Angel, she has
fallen in love for the first time and wishes
to marry, but fears finding herself a widow for the third time. With two poisoned
husbands and a cloud of suspicion hanging over her head, she turns to the only
man in England who might help her...

PARANORMAL
Relentless
Cherry Adair
PB

$14.50

Isis McGee believes her
father when he claims to
have found the Egyptian
tomb. However, Isis needs
help re-finding the tomb.
But the only proof her father has is an
artifact that’s been stolen. Ex-MI5 agent
Connor Thorne has a special talent for
finding lost things. But the last thing Conner wants is a beautiful woman tagging
along while he does his job.

Winterblaze
Kristen Callihan
PB

$14.50

Winston Lane is desperate
to put as much distance
between him and his
estranged wife. Bound for
Egypt, all Winston wants
is start a new life without paranormals.
Poppy is heartbroken without Winston.
Then a massive demon orchestrated
disaster causes Mount Krakatoa in Egypt
to erupt, and she must go and save him.

Immortally
Embraced
Angie Fox
PB		

$14.50

Commander Galen is sexy,
strong, and sworn to lead
his team to hell and back.
But when he announces to
Petra that he can no longer risk her life
for his love, the doctor is on her own.
Until a mysterious new entity, in the
form of a hot-blooded male, enters the
picture. Can he be trusted? Can he be
resisted?

Heart of
the Demon
Cynthia Garner
PB		

$14.50

A rogue group of humanhating preternaturals is
planning an apocalyptic
attack, but the Council of
Preternaturals may have found the key
to saving the world: Keira O’Brien, a
fey with a long criminal record, whose
empathic abilities once made her the
queen of con artists. If she successfully
infiltrates the dangerous faction, the
sins of her past will be forgiven.

Redemption
Erica Hayes
PB		

$14.50

Rose Harley never wanted
to be a vampire, but the
Prince of Thirst can turn
even the kindest soul into
a soldier of hell. Feeling
abandoned by God, she stalks the West
Village taking revenge on his angels,
until she meets her match. When
Japheth and Rose encounter each
other, the battle is fierce and charged
with desire. But when they discover a
common enemy, the Prince of Thirst
himself, they form a dangerous alliance.

Beast Behaving
Badly
Shelly Laurenston
PB		

$14.50

Bo Novikov, part polar
bear, part lion, pure alpha
male, can’t leave Blayne
Thorpe alone. He’s determined to protect her from stalkers who
want to use her in shifter dogfights,
even if he has to drag her off to an isolated Maine town where the only other
neighbors are bears almost as crazy as
he is.

The Chosen
Theresa Meyers
PB		

$12.99

Remington Jackson and
his brothers are getting
desperate. They don’t
have the relic they need
to slam the door shut on
evil, so Remy is going to have to find
and steal part of it. Enter China McGee,
shapeshifter, thief, beauty, and current
prisoner. Remy offers her freedom in
exchange for a little light-fingered help

Her Knight’s
Quest
Alexis Morgan
PB		

$14.50

Duncan, a scholar at
heart, is drawn to an
isolated abbey rumored to
hold the answers to countering the terror unleashed by Duke Keirthan. But the real key to the salvation
Duncan seeks, is the abbess herself,
Lady Lavinia. Hunted by the duke, who
seeks to harvest her powers, Lavinia
knows Duncan wants to help her.

Mating Instinct
Katie Reus
PB		

$14.50

An attack that left Kat near
death has resulted in another lupine shifter turning
her. Furious that he wasn’t
the one to save her, Jayce
is determined to show Kat that he is the
one she should rely on. But the newly
turned shifter is still traumatized and
worried that she’ll hurt those she loves,
unless she can learn to control her inner wolf.

Immortal Ever
After
Lynsay Sands
PB		

$14.50

Valerie Moyer doesn’t
believe in vampires, until
she is kidnapped by a
fanged psychopath! After
escaping her bloodthirsty captor, she’s
through with creatures of the night. Until
she finds herself under the protection of
the darkly handsome Anders. Not only
is she expected to accept that Anders
is immortal, but also that she is the
woman destined to be his life mate!

Wild Invitation
Nalini Singh
PB		

$14.50

A psy-chandeling collection by Nalini Singh: “Beat
of Temptation”, “Stroke of
Enticement”, plus never
before published, “Texture
of Intimacy” and “Declaration of Courtship”: Grace, a shy submissive wolf,
finds herself pursued by the last man
she ever would have imagined: a SnowDancer lieutenant said to be ‘mad, bad,
and dangerous to know.

Rapture
J R Ward
PB		

$14.50

Mels Carmichael, reporter
for the Caldwell Courier
Journal, gets the shock
of her life when a man
stumbles in front of her
car outside the local cemetery. After the
accident, his amnesia is just the kind of
mystery she likes to solve, but she soon
discovers they’re over their heads with
his past. Over their heads with passion,
too...

LOCAL
Night
Resurrected
Joss Ware
PB		

$14.50

Wyatt is a man with nothing left to lose. But just
when he thought he’d never feel again, Remington
Truth came into his life. Knowing the
bold beauty would face unimaginable
dangers on her quest, he joins her on
her journey, never expecting her to find
a way past the wall he’s built.

Memory of Murder
Ramona Richards
PB		

$10.99

Lindsey Presley certainly
can’t imagine why anyone would want her dead,
though she wouldn’t be alive
today if not for the local cop
who saved her from 2 murder attempts.
Deputy Jeff Gage has worked difficult
cases. Together, Jeff and Lindsey just
may stand a chance of catching a ruthless killer.

SUSPENSE

LOCAL

High Risk
Vivian Arend

S.E.C.R.E.T.
E M Adeline

PB		

$14.50

Since Marcus Landers
was permanently injured
during a mission, all
his energies have been
focused on his Lifeline team. When
Becki, whom he had an intense affair
with 7 years ago, arrives in Banff, he’s
inspired to reignite the spark they once
had. Their mutual ardor slowly awakens Becki’s dormant, haunting memories. New truths surface until Becki
must at last confront her greatest fear.
Remembering the past might mean a
future without the man she loves...

Shades of Passion
Virna DePaul
PB		

$14.50

Detective Simon Granger
has devoted his life to
solving high-risk cases,
and he’s vowed never
again to get involved
with a woman whose work is equally
as dangerous. But when the Special
Investigations Group teams him with
a beautiful psychiatrist, his resolve is
shattered by the tense and emotionally
charged partnership....

Defending the
Duchess
Rachelle McCalla
PB		

$10.99

Protecting the royal family is Linus Murati’s job.
So when the queen’s
younger sister is attacked,
the Lydian royal guardsman goes into
action and saves her life. But this was
no random occurrence. Danger has
followed Julia Miller across the Atlantic
from Seattle. .

The Cowboy
Target
Terri Reed
PB		

$10.99

Single dad Wyatt Monroe
isolated himself on his
Wyoming ranch until he’s
accused of murder. With a
body at his doorstep, he’s arrested and
Wyatt has only one hope, a blue-eyed,
blond bodyguard. But it’ll take more
than skill for work-obsessed Jackie
Blain to save her reluctant client, who
just wants to be left alone.

PB		

$19.99

A young widow, Cassie’s life
is filled with sadness and
regret. But when she discovers a notebook left behind
by a mysterious woman at
the cafe, Cassie’s world is changed forever. The notebook’s stunningly explicit
confessions shock and fascinate Cassie,
and eventually lead her to Secret, an
underground society dedicated to helping
women realize their wildest, most intimate
sexual fantasies.

House of
Decadence
Marina Anderson
PB		

$17.99

At 23, Megan Stewart feels
that there should be more to
life than working in a library,
so she answers an advert
for a post in a country house. Handsome
Fabrizio Balocchi instinctively knows
that Megan will be a natural player in his
games of domination and step by step,
he leads her into a darker world, a world
where pleasure is mixed with pain.

Pleasure’s Edge
Eve Berlin
PB		

$19.99

For beautiful erotica author
Dylan Ivory, being in control
is everything. While researching a book on sexual
extremes, Dylan interviews
Alec and longs to taste the temptation
he offers. But he’s a self-proclaimed
dominant and she refuses to surrender
control.

When you wish
upon a Duke #1
Isabella Bradford
PB		

$14.99

Raised in the countryside,
Lady Charlotte Wylder
doesn’t care one bit about
decorum. So when the darkhaired beauty learns that she is to leave
for London to wed the Duke of Marchbourne, she is less than enchanted.
But to her delight, their first encounters
are brazenly flirtatious, and their wedding night burns with passion; Charlotte
may even be falling in love with her new
husband.

When The Duchess
Said Yes #2
Isabella Bradford
PB		

$14.99

March’s broad shoulders
and dark countenance
make Charlotte want to rip
every button off his waistcoast. Yet whenever their desire boils
over, March reluctantly pushes Charlotte
away. Will past secrets and present
misunderstandings mire their marriage in
scandal, or serve to strengthen a bond
that is destined to last a lifetime?

Star Crossed
Jennifer Echols
PB		

$9.99

Publicist Wendy Mann has
always competed hotly with
her rival Daniel Blackstone.
Wendy’s job is on the line
if she doesn’t save the
image of a spoiled young starlet. Daniel
is representing the ex. With the feuding Hollywood pair scheduled to appear
on the same Las Vegas awards show,
Daniel and Wendy are determined to do
whatever it takes to defend their own
clients.

Angel in Chains
Cynthia Eden
PB		

$17.99

As a fallen Angel of Death,
Azrael is cursed to walk
the earth alone in search
of redemption. One night,
as he wanders the streets
of New Orleans, he discovers a woman
surrounded by panther shifters. No
longer able to contain the anger simmering within, Az summons his dark powers
and attacks, determined to protect this
innocent human from certain death. Only
Jade Pierce is no delicate flower.

Body Heat
Susan Fox
PB		

$17.99

Maura Mahoney expects to
spend her 30th birthday the
way she’s spent so many
others. Then Jesse Blue
turns up at Cherry Lane,
ready to do community service to avoid
jail time. And suddenly, prim, by-thebooks Maura can’t stop thinking about
a sexy, motorcycle-riding bad boy who
seems wrong for her in almost every
way.

Cora’s Heart
Rachael Herron
PB		

$32.99

Cora Sylvan has learnt
the hard way that you
should take nothing in life
for granted. So everything
is planned out to the nth
degree. Unfortunately there’s nothing
in those notes to cover the return of the
infuriatingly handsome Mac Wildwood.
Her husband’s cousin. The man she
loved and lost. And Mac, it seems, has a
shattering plan of his own up his sleeve.

LOCAL
My Lord Eternity
Alexandra Ivy
PB		

$12.99

To Lucien Valin, humans
are infinitely fascinating.
Especially Jocelyn Kingly,
once the prize of London
society, now an outcast.
As the vampire assigned to guard her,
Lucien is relishing his task. But her
beguiling goodness puts her in terrifying
danger. Not just from the traitor intent
on claiming her mysterious amulet, but
from the desire Lucien struggles to keep
in check.

Because You
Are Mine
Beth Kery
PB		

$16.99

It’s at a cocktail party in
her honour that she first
meets him and the attraction is immediate for
graduate student Francesca Arno.
Enigmatic, darkly intense, billionaire Ian
Noble completely unnerves her. And
she likes it. For Ian, Francesca is the
kind of woman he can’t resist, one that
comes all too rarely: a true innocent.

Nauti Temptress
Lora Leigh
PB		

$17.99

The Mackay cousins,
Natches, Rowdy, and
Dawg, would do anything
for family, so when former DHS agent Timothy
Cranston drops off 4 sisters that Dawg
never knew he had, there is no question: the cousins will protect and care
for the girls. Five years later, Eve Mackay, tries to keep herself busy enough,
in the hopes she’ll be able to stay away
from the man she promised Dawg she
wouldn’t date.

Last Debutante
Julia London
PB		

$9.99

The last person Daria
Babcock expects to find in
her grandmother’s home
is a brawny, naked Highlander. She doesn’t buy
Mamie’s explanation about finding the
poor man shot in the woods. Nor does
she trust the gorgeous laird. But Daria
came to Scotland looking for adventure
and romance, and after the intriguing
stranger kidnaps her, she gets her wish
and so much more...

Promises After
Dark #3
Sadie Matthews
PB		

$16.99

The final part of the
provocative romantic trilogy that has left readers
aching for more. Intensity,
sensuality, and seduction awaits in the
final part of the provocative romantic
trilogy that has left readers longing for
more. Obsessed with the After Dark
series? You’ll be captivated by the final
novel in Sadie Matthews’ provocative
romantic trilogy.

Blessed by a
Demon’s Mark
E S Moore
PB		

$12.99

Kat Redding’s life is dangerous enough when she’s
hunting the rogue vampires
who prey on Pureblood
humans. But now that Kat is thinking of
getting out of the killing business, she’s
faced with a slew of new problems. Like
the demon Beligral, who offers help at
an escalating cost, and the werewolf cult
with whom she’s entwined professionally
and personally.

The Collector
Victoria Scott
PB		

$12.99

Dante Walker is awesome,
and he knows it. His good
looks, killer charm, and stellar confidence has made
him one of Hells besta soul
collector. Dantes an equal opportunity
collector and doesn’t want it any other
way. But he’ll have to adjust, because
Boss Man has given him a new assignment: Collect Charlie Coopers soul
within 10 days. But after Dante meets the
quirky, Nerd Alert chick hes come to collecthe realizes this assignment will test
his abilities as a collector...

Wild Invitation
Nalini Singh
PB		

$19.99

A collection of short stories
from the Psy-Changeling
universe, perfect for fans of
Charlaine Harris and Kelley
Armstrong. Discover even
more of Nalini Singh’s world of breathtaking passion. This collection contains four
novellas, two of which have never been
previously published.

Rapture
J.R. Ward
PB		

$19.99

Mels Carmichael, reporter
for the Caldwell Courier
Journal, gets the shock
of her life when a man
stumbles in front of her
car outside the local cemetery. After the
accident, his amnesia is just the kind of
mystery she likes to solve, but she soon
discovers they’re over their heads with
his past. Over their heads with passion,
too...

On Dublin Street
Samantha Young
PB		

$17.99

Jocelyn Butler has been
hiding from her past for
years. Her solitary life
is working well until she
moves into a new apartment on Dublin Street where she meets
a man who shakes her carefully guarded
world to its core. Braden Carmichael is
used to getting what he wants, and he’s
determined to get Jocelyn into his bed.
Braden proposes an arrangement that
will satisfy their intense attraction without
any strings attached.

Blue Angel #1
Logan Belle
PB		

$16.99

Mallory Dale doesn’t like
surprises. So when her
boyfriend, Alec, takes her
to a burlesque club for her
25th birthday, all she wants
is to go home. But then beautiful burlesque star pulls Mallory on stage, and
before she knows it, she’s stripped down
to her bra in front of a roaring crowd and
loving every second of it! Now she is in
for an even bigger bombshell: the glamorous Bette wants to be Mallory’s private
tutor in the tantalizing art of striptease.

Fallen Angel #2
Logan Belle
PB		

$16.99

By day, Mallory Dale works
as a paralegal in a top
Manhattan law firm. But by
night, she’s known only as
Moxie, a bombshell burlesque performer on the rise. Her dream
is to become a top dancer at The Blue
Angel, until her boyfriend, Alec, starts
pushing her erotic boundaries. Can she
handle a three-way with Violet Offender,
a wildly uninhibited dominatrix or should
she hang up her feathers and silks and
focus on her day job?

Naked Angel #3
Logan Belle

PB		

$16.99

It’s the biggest night of
Mallory Dale’s life. She’s
unveiling her sexy new burlesque club, The Painted
Lady, and her boyfriend
has a thrilling surprise for her. Alec is
ready to propose, and he does it in her
favourite place - onstage. But can she
give up her boas in the name of happily
ever after?

Jane Eyrotica
Bronte
PB		

$17.99

Jane Eyre has lived a
sheltered, callous life. Orphaned at a young age and
despised by her remaining
family, she is shipped off to
Lowood School and can only dream of
tenderness and affection. Upon accepting a governess position at Thornfield
Hall, a world of passion, desire, and sex
explodes before her naive eyes in the
form of the brooding, dashing master of
the house: Mr. Rochester.

Fifty Shades of
Dorian Gray
Ember
PB		

$17.99

In 1890 the Daily Chronicle
wrote that Wilde’s novel
“will taint every young mind
that comes in contact with
it.” Well Victorian critics, gird your loins
and prepare to meet Audrey Ember’s Fifty Shades of Dorian Gray hotter, lewder,
sexier, steamier, and more morally corrupt than Oscar Wilde’s original story!
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